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Message from
The Administrator

Commerce is a subject of crucial importance for the students as well as the society and the
nation. The growth of a nation is measured by its commercial success. And hence today
nations are in a big rush to finalise commercial deals and different groupings have also been
formed to accelerate business transactions, like the QUAD, BRICKS. India is an important
member of both these groups. In fact, today India is seen as an important business partner.
Commerce is in vogue among the young generation. This reflects the high value that the
students attach to the study of Commerce, but mostly this is seen as a ticket for quick
employment. The students should accept commerce as a challenge.The years spent in the
College should be seen as a training period grooming the future economists of our nation.
They will, one day, be called upon to draw the strategies for the economic growth of the
nation and ensure that the nation’s underprivileged rise from the morass of poverty and put
our country on the map of the developed world.
Therefore, the students should see themselves in the role that they can play in the
development of the nation and prepare themselves, with the help of the faculty, for ‘the future
belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams’ (Eleanor Roosevelt, former USA
First Lady).
I congratulate the Principal, the faculty and the students of the Department of Commerce on
the release of their newsletter and wish them all the best in their academic pursuits.
God bless everyone.
Fr. Tony Salema
Administrator
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Message from
The Principal

I am glad to know that The Department of Commerce is releasing Vol. IX of its newsletter,
‘COMQUEST’ during the academic year 2020-2021.
The newsletter highlights activities and achievements of the department. It is a reflection of
the passion and enthusiasm of the staff and students at the college as well as at intercollegiate events and out station events during the academic year. It depicts the different
forms of involvement of every student and faculty of this department in terms of learning as
well as co-curricular and social activities specially during the times of the pandemic. I owe
the laurels achieved by this department, to the Grace of Almighty, hard work of the students
and dedication of the teachers.
I also take this opportunity to thank the department for their continuous support and valuable
services towards the institution.
I express my warm Greetings and Congratulations to the Editorial Team under the guidance
of Ms. Kimberly Barros in making possible the release of this e-newsletter so creatively and
look forward for many more in the future.
Wish You All a Fruitful Year Ahead and May God Bless All Your Future Departmental
Endeavours too.
Prof. (Dr.) Blanche Mascarenhas
PRINCIPAL
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Message from
The Head of the Department

We are proud to present the Commerce Newsletter, "COMQUEST" 2019-2020. In 28 years
of teaching students the subjects involved in Commerce, we have been able to accomplish
many goals and reach many milestones, and now we offer to you, our first ever online
newsletter.
This newsletter is the result of the hard work of the students and teachers of the department of
Commerce who have not only helped by writing articles and compiling this newsletter, but
also brought pride and prestige to our department by their achievements, which have been
recorded in the newsletter.
This newsletter will also give you a brief idea of the activities that have taken place during
the academic year 2019-2020, like the ARENA event hosted by our department co-ordinated
by Ms Sandra Fernandes and her co-convener Ms Alia Aga.
"Everyone experiences tough times; it is a measure of your determination and dedication how
you deal with them and how you can come through them"-LAXMI MITTAL
All of us have felt some kind of inconvenience due to this pandemic, but in all of this chaos,
it is on us to find a silver lining. We can achieve miracles when we believe and work hard.
I would like to thank all the students who have submitted their articles and the teachers
especially Ms Kimberly Barros (Editor) who have helped in compiling these articles, and you
my own reader's who have taken the time to read this newsletter.
Thank You
Ms Sumina da Costa
Head,
Department of Commerce.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2019-20
1

19th July 2019

Orientation for FYBCOM students.

2

20th July 2019

Motivational Talk for the students of F.Y.B.COM

3

25th July 2019

Orientation for T.Y.B.COM. projects.

4

22nd , 23rd, 24th and 27th
August 2019

Workshop on Resume writing and Interview facing
skills

5

20th September 2019

Field Trip to ACGL Honda

6

27th September 2019

Received Best College of Commerce Award by the
Youth Chamber of Commerce and Industry

7

16th December 2019

Field Trip to Smart Pet Industries

8

19th December 2019

Joy of Giving

9

3rd January 2020

Career Guidance Talk

10 30th January 2020

ARENA

11 6th February 2020

Field Trip to Nestle

12 17th and 18th February 2020

Field Trip to Carasid

13 22nd February 2020

Field Trip to Nebula Home Pvt. Ltd.

14 27th February 2020

Educational Field Trip to Panchgani

15

14th March 2020
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T.Y.B.COM. Project Competition

REPORT ON ‘BEST COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
AWARD’
The
Youth
Chamber
of
Commerce and Industry awarded
St. Xavier’s College ‘The Best
College of Commerce Award
2019’ for best placement support,
ragging free and eco friendly
campus. The award ceremony was
held in the seminar hall of St.
Xavier’s
College
on
27th
September 2019 at 11 a.m. It was
attended by members of the
Department of Commerce as well
as the students.
The ceremony was organised by Mr Sunil Kumar, President of the Youth Chamber of
Commerce and Industry. The event commenced with the President felicitating the dignitaries
with a shawl and bouquet on stage beginning with the Administrator, Fr. Zeferino D’Souza,
the Principal, Dr. Mrs Blanche Mascarenhas, Vice Principals, Dr. Fr Jeronimo D’Silva, Ms.
Ursula Barreto, Ms. Sandra Fernandes, Head of Department of Commerce, Mrs. Sumina Dias
and Former Head of Department Mrs. Difa Fernandes followed by lighting of the lamp by all
those present on stage.
Mrs Maria Difa Fernandes presented Mr Sunil Kumar with a potted plant after which Fr
Zeferino felicitated the performers for the event with a shawl and certificate.
The President of the Youth Chamber Commerce spoke about the qualities of the college that
paved the way for its winning: a ragging free and eco friendly campus with exceptional staff
and record of fantastic results.
The Management was awarded the Best college of Commerce award by The President of
Youth Chamber of Commerce and Industry. The administrator recognized the effort of the
students and staff and congratulated
them on this great achievement through
his speech.
After the award ceremony, Indian
classical dancers from across the
country enthralled the audience with
their elegant, expressive and graceful
performances.
The programme ended with the vote of
thanks delivered by Mrs. Sumina Dias
and the college anthem.
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Arena 2020

On the 30th of January 2020, the Department of Commerce of St. Xavier’s College, Mapusa
hosted its annual Inter-collegiate commerce event, ARENA offering an opportunity to
participating colleges to harness their team strength, discover their potential and witness a
revolutionary educational experience. The faculty event coordinators were Ms. Sandra
Fernandes and Ms. Alia Agha, the student coordinator was Mr. Joviano Fernandes and
assistant event coordinator Ms.Ruchi Naik.
Eight different colleges across Goa comprising of 80 participants took part in the event. A
maximum of 10 participants from each college was allowed. Each team reported to the venue
at 8:30am for registration. To ensure confidentiality, each participating college was given a
name with which they would be addressed throughout the event.
At 10:00am, the inaugural function was held at the seminar Hall. The Chief Guest for the
event was Mrs Divya Pai Vernekar, who is a Company Secretary and an associate member of
the Institute of Company Secretaries of India. She is also an alumnus of the College. The
compere for the ceremony was Ms. Fiona D’Souza. Dignitaries on the dais included the
administrator of the College, Fr. Zeferino D’Souza, Principal, Dr. (Mrs)Blanche
Mascarenhas, Vice Principals, Fr. (Dr.)Jerenimo D’Silva, Mrs. Ursula Barreto and Mrs.
Sandra Fernandes, Head of Department, Mrs. Sumina Dias, Event Coordinator, Ms. Sandra
Fernandes and Student Coordinator Mr. Joviano Fernandes.The Administrator, Fr. Zeferino
D’Souza, welcomed the gathering and wished all the participants an enjoyable day where
they would experience new ideas, new ventures and new dreams. The Principal, Dr. (Mrs)
Blanche Mascarenhas, then addressed the audience. She commended the Department of
Commerce for organizing such events as well as for their excellent performance in
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academics. The assistant student event coordinator Ms.Ruchi Naik then introduced the chief
guest for the ceremony, Mrs. Divya PaiVernekar, who was presented with a potted plant as a
token of gratitude. This was followed by the lighting of the traditional lamp by the
dignitaries. The Chief Guest, Mrs. Divya Pai Vernekar then addressed the gathering. She
congratulated the Department of Commerce for holding an event of such high magnitude,
enabling students to showcase their intelligence, talent and knowledge. She further went on to
say that participation in extra-curricular activities is important as learning should not be
restricted to classrooms. She quoted Mahatma Gandhi, “Satisfaction lies in the effort, not in
the attainment, full effort is full victory”; In this spirit, irrespective of who wins or loses. The
Principal presented her with a memento as a token of appreciation. The faculty coordinator
Ms. Sandra Fernandes proposed the vote of thanks. This was followed by the unveiling of the
trophies of Arena 2020 and the event was declared open.
The Inauguration was followed by a short 15 minute tea break, after which the first on stage
event ‘Inception’ was held. This event allowed 2 members of each team to introduce
themselves within 4 minutes to the audience in an innovative manner either through
PowerPoint presentation, video clip, poem or a song. The judging criteria were creativity,
explanation and overall presentation. The judges for this event were Ms. Rajeshwari Sawant,
Ms. Samrudhi Raikar and Ms. Natasha Fernandes, all being commerce alumni of the college.
They were all presented a potted plant before the event commenced; at the end of which each
were given a memento as a sign of appreciation. The winners of this event were S.S. Dempo
College of Commerce and Economics.
Following this event, at 11:30am, the other events commenced. ‘Mock interview’ was held
on stage at the seminar hall wherein one participant from each team was given 10 minutes to
present themselves as if for a job interview; one participant was allowed from each team and
was judged on confidence and interpersonal skills. The judges for this event were Mr. Amey
Kamat Mhamei, an HR professional and Business Management leader having worked in
Tech Mahindra Limited; Ms. Loretta Dias, HR head at Maxxcell Institute of Professional
Studies; and Ms. Danushka Da Gama, a journalist since 2007. All the judges were presented
with a potted plant and memento. The winners were: Rosary College, Navelim
The next event was ‘Battle it out’; wherein a topic was provided to the participants at the
registration desk, they had to put forth their views on the topic for 2 minutes. One participant
was allowed from each team. There were 2 rounds that were held for this event. Judging
criteria was on factual data, body language and flow of thought. The judges were Mr. Eshaan
Usapkar, a lawyer by profession; Mr. Frazer Taylor, Assistant Professor and Mr. Yohann
Santos, alumnus of the college. The winners were: S.S. Dempo College of Commerce and
Economics
‘Clash of Colours’ was an event wherein participants had to paint on the cotton bags
provided. One participant was allowed from each team. The judges were Mr. Nilesh
Ajgaokar, Mr. Saish Haldankar and Mrs. Fay Kate Martins. The event commenced at
11:30am and the time limit was 1 hour with the theme: Plastics give a helpful hand, but they
are polluting our land. The winners were: B.B.A. section of St. Xavier’s College
The other event held at 11:30am was ‘Solomon’s Heir’. One participant was allowed from
each team wherein each participant had to answer an MCQ test consisting of 50 questions
that are based on competitive exams. One participant could participate from each team and
questions were asked to test logical reasoning, numerical calculations and verbal
comprehension. The winners were S.V.s Sridora Caculo College of Commerce and
Management Studies
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At 12:30am‘Biz Quiz’ was held. Here, 2 participants from each team were quizzed on
commerce, general knowledge and current affairs. The event was held in two rounds. The
winners were: S.V.s Sridora Caculo College of Commerce and Management Studies
The next event was ‘Package Designerz’. Two participants from each team were allowedand
a duration of 1 hour was given to apply various packaging/labelling aspects to design the
package, the name and topic of which was provided to the participants. The judges for this
event were Ms.Shefali Goltekar, an entrepreneur, Mr. Kushal Kerkar and Ms.Gina Pegado,
all alumni of St. Xavier’s College.The winners were: Shri Damodar College of Commerce
and Economics
‘Eco Lens’ was held wherein one participant had to present 3 photographs in two rounds at
the registration desk as a soft copy in raw format, unedited. All the photographs had to be
captioned. The winners were Fr. Agnel College, Pilar
Lunch break was from 1:30pm to 2:00pm, after which the second round of ‘Biz Quiz’ was
held. All 8 teams participated in each event.
At 3:00pm, the Valedictory Ceremony commenced. Mr. Jairam Kholkar, a former Xavierite
and Chartered Accountant, was the Chief Guest. The Head of Department, Ms. Sumina Dias,
in her address thanked the Chief Guest for gracing the event with his presence, the
Management , Administrator, Principal and Vice Principals for their support in organizing
this event, colleagues Principals of all the participating colleges and student volunteers for
making the event a success. The Principal, Dr. (Mrs) Blanche Mascarenhas, appreciated the
Department of Commerce for all its achievements. The Chief Guest, Mr. Jairam Kholkar was
then introduced by Ms. Aanchal Sabra and presented a potted plant, after which he addressed
the gathering. He advised the teams that would not win not to be disheartened as failure is the
first step to success and as far as the team that would win; he advised them not to be
complacent and keep striving to achieve more. He was then presented with a memento by the
Head of Department.
Feedback was given by the participating students of the colleges; followed by a vote of
thanks from the Student Coordinator, Mr. Joviano Fernandes.
Each team was given participation certificates and the winners were declared. The winners of
Arena 2020 were S.S. Dempo College of Commerce and Economics and the runners up were
Shri Damodar College of Commerce and Economics.
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Orientation – First Year Bachelors of
Commerce
St. Xavier’s College held an orientation programme for the first year B.Com. students and
their parents on 19 July, 2019 in the Ark hall. The programme was attended by the students
and parents registered by Dr. Mrs. Yasmin Shaikh, Ms. Sandra Fernandes, Mr. Carmelito
D’Souza and Ms. Kimberly Barros.
The programme having the Principal’s and Administrator’s address to the new students and
parents aimed at providing information about the college, its rules and regulations, the course
and basic facilities available to students on campus.
The Administrator, Fr. Zeferino D’Souza explained the vision and mission of the institution
and emphasised on various rules and regulations strictly to be followed which included
prohibition on the usage of mobile phones in the college premises, attendance to be kept in
mind and students to use public transport and not their own four wheelers due to lack of
parking space available on campus. He also assured the apprehensive parents of their children
being taken care of in college and them becoming better citizens of society.
“Discipline is the foundation upon which all success is built. Lack of discipline inevitably
leads to failure.” Ms. Ursula Barreto focusing on discipline emphasized on three important
aspects; punctuality, decent dressing and compulsory wearing of identity cards on campus.
She also spoke to the gathering about inculcating righteous behaviour, civic sense and traffic
sense among students of the college which will help in upholding the glory and well known
name of St. Xavier’s college.
The students and parents were also informed about the college events, celebrations and field
trips as well as the college not conducting any picnics.
Ms. Vinella Dias, third year Bachelors of Commerce student informed everyone present
about the sports facility in the institution and the laurels it has brought to the college at the
hands of hard working St. Xavier’s students in the past including the college being the “best
college in sports for men and women”.
Ms. Difa Fernandes explained the basic structure of the course; the Choice Based Credit
System (CBCS) as well as the various subjects offered and the choices every student is
expected to make during the three-year course.
During the orientation the gathering was also informed about the features, advantages and
working of the National Cadet Corp Cell (NCC) and the National Service Scheme (NSS) by
Maj. Dr. Tushar Anvekar (NCC – Boys) and Lt. Ms. Mumtaz Mendonca (NCC – Girls) and
Ms. Shefali Kamat (NSS) respectively.
Students and parents were also spoken to by Ms. Sylvie Abreu from the college office about
the services provided by the office as well as the required details from every student in the
following week. Dr. Keshav R. Dhuri, the Librarian informed the students about the library,
books and journals available, timings for access, issuance and return of books and the OPAC
and N-list facilities.
Additionally, Mr. Caje Pinto, the Cultural Co-ordinator promoted the various cells, clubs and
the student council, college and cultural events organised and participated in by the students
both, in college and other colleges at the state and national levels.
At the end of the informative session involving parents, teachers and students Mr. Herwin
Furtado proposed the vote of thanks to the gathering.
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Project Orientation – Third Year Bachelors of Arts,
Bachelors of Commerce, Bachelors of Science
St. Xavier’s College organised a Project Orientation Programme for the Third year students
of the Arts, Commerce and Science departments on 25thJuly, 2019 in the Seminar hall in
order to acquaint the students with the final year projects and how they must undertake them.
The programme was attended by the third year students who were registered by the Goa
University. It began with the welcome address by the Principal, Dr. (Mrs.) Blanche
Mascarenhas addressing the third year students. In her address she informed the students
about the purpose of the programme and asked the students to clear their doubts and
explained to them how projects must be completed as well as the expectations of the college
from each student. She further encouraged each student to take the hundred marks project
seriously, completing it honestly and on time, while enjoying it.
The Principal also told the students to not be scared or nervous at the time of the project viva
as it is after all their own project and they will know everything written in it unlike the
examiner, they must just be calm and confident. She also asked the Third year students to set
a good example among their juniors and help them by being good and efficient students as
well as making a mark through their projects.
The first presentation for Arts was given by Dr. Janet D’Souza. The second presentation for
Commerce was given by Mr. Herwin Furtado and the third presentation for Science was
given by Mrs. Vilma Fernandes. They, each, explained to the students, the importance of the
project paper. They also mentioned about how to go about doing the project work in an
organized manner. The requirements for the project report, parts of the project report and the
process or procedure to be followed in order to complete a project were explained very
carefully. The evaluation and the conduct of the viva voce were well informed about. The
timely and regular entries of the work record or diary were stressed upon by all the
presenters. The probable questions that the external examiner could ask were also discussed.
The students were made to note down the dates for the various submissions and their
deadlines too. The queries put forth by the students were answered satisfactorily by the
presenters. The programme ended with the vote of thanks by Mrs. Vilma Fernandes at 12:45
p.m.

Report on Resumé Writing and Interview Facing
Skills
A workshop was conducted on the 22nd, 23rd, 24th and 27th of August, 2019 on Resumé
Writing and Interview Facing Skills for the students of T.Y.BCom by resource person, Ms.
Loretta Dias of The Inspirational Desk, Panjim. This programme was coordinated by Dr.
Carmelita D’Mello The session began with Ms Loretta telling students about the difference
between a CV, Resumé and Bio data and what are the requirements of each document. She
gave them several tips on what Recruiters like and do not like in a Resumé and also spoke
about the importance of us having LinkedIn profile.
In the Interview Facing Skills section of the workshop, she gave them various pointers on
how to present themselves during an interview and what should be done before and after an
interview. She also had a practical demonstration of an interview for the students.
Ms. Loretta Dias ended the session with asking students to create their CV's and to email it to
her along with a SWOT analysis of themselves. The vote of thanks for each day was
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delivered by Ms. Infancy Pereira, Ms.Varsha Thakur, Ms. Keziah D Lima and Ms. Seena
Dias, respectively.
The session was very interactive and students were extremely grateful for this opportunity.

Field Trip to Smart Pet Industries, Ponda, Goa
A field trip was organised for the students of Third Year B.Com, Division C (Major: Costing)
by Dr. Carmelita Dmello, Associate Professor and Ms. Sumina Dias, Associate Professor and
Head of Department, to Smart Pet Industries in Kundaim Industrial Estate, Ponda, Goa on
16th December, 2019. A total of 56
students attended the field trip.
The journey commenced from St.
Xavier's College at 8:30 a.m. The group
arrived at Smart Pet Industries at 9.30
am.
Smart Pet Industries is owned and
managed by Mr. Amey Mahmai Kamat,
an alumnus of St. Xavier’s College and
the Department of Commerce. It
specialises in manufacturing PET bottle
tubes which are later sold to companies
manufacturing (medicines/soft drinks
etc).
Mr.Kamat shared with the students the
reason for starting his venture and the
procedures he underwent to get it fully functioning. He explained the entire process in detail
and let the group observe the extensive
process
on
how
polyethylene
terephthalate granules are heated and
placed in a mold, to form long thin
tubes of different sizes for different
products which are then packed in
specific lots and dispatched to the
different organisations which make use
of them.
The tour of the factory concluded at 12
noon and after a short snack break the
group left for Mapusa.
The students returned to the college
by 1.30 pm.
The field trip gave the students an
insight into the manufacturing process
of plastic tubes and it was a wonderful learning experience for all the students as it allowed
them to experience the practical aspect of manufacturing and management.
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Field Trip to ACGL Honda
A Field trip was organised for students of T.Y.B.COM. Div D on 20 th September 2019 to
ACGL Honda. A total of 39 students accompanied by two Faculty members that is Dr.
Yasmin Z. Shaikh and Ms. Karen Fernandes went for the field visit at ACGL Honda. The bus
left from the college at 8:50 am
and reached the unit at 9.50 am.
At the unit everyone was
provided with
head gears
(helmets) to ensure the safety of
the students.
AUTOMOBILE
CORPORATION OF GOA
LIMITED (ACGL) is the first
chief
engineering
unit,
established in the year 1980 at
Goa, with excellent production
facility. Automobile Corporation
of Goa Limited is engaged in the
manufacture of pressed parts,
components, sub-assemblies for
various range of automobiles and manufacture of bus bodies and component parts thereof.
The Company operates through two segments: Pressing Division and Bus body Building
Division. The Pressing Division segment is engaged in the manufacture of pressed parts,
components, sub-assemblies and assemblies. The Bus body Building Division segment is
engaged in the manufacturing of bus bodies and component parts for bus bodies at its
factories situated at Honda & Buimpal, Goa. The company is in operation since 1982 and is a
major supplier of pressings and assemblies to Tata Motors.The Company's products include
staff transport buses, luxury buses, city buses, defence buses, airport buses, school buses,
sleeper buses, special application vehicles and sheet metal products
Mr. Umesh who was the guide, walked the students through the entire unit and helped them
see and understand the workings of the company. There were charts everywhere mentioning
about the process to be followed. The company consists of 300 permanent employees, 1000
employees on contract basis, 150 at the Top management and 20 women employees.
The process of the unit is carried out by three steps:
1) Shell (body of the bus)
2) Trim (interior fitting)
3) Paint
At the Production Shell and Trimline, there were several stations of the assembling process.
STATION 1 and 2 - Frame/Skeleton
First the skeleton of the bus is assembled. The employees work on 1 bus at a time. After the
frame/skeleton of the bus is done, it is moved to the next station.
STATION 3 - Closure of bus
At this station the roof is attached to the skeleton and the sides of the bus is closed.
STATION 4 - Fixture
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The door, baggage boxes, steps, battery box, windows etc. are fixed at this station. The
flooring is also done.
STATION 5 - Shell completion
Here the shell of the bus is completed and is moved to the paint shop.
Buses take a day to get completely dried. If a bus is painted in the morning then by the end of
the day it dries. However, the paint may get damaged in the later stages. The Shell line is
completed at this stage. The students were then taken for a shower testing of the bus which
was done to check if there were any leakages. After all these stages the buses are again sent
for final painting.
Mr Umesh then explained about the hybrid line, and explained the difference between the
hybrid and normal buses. Hybrid means mixture of two or more fuels as well as battery. The
vehicle runs on motor and have air suspension buses. Hybrid buses don't have much demand
and therefore not many orders for it. Old hybrid buses are brought back for any repairs if
required. Their major customers are Tata motors and Ashok Leyland.
AGCL conducts medical camp for its employees, they also have an in-house dispensary.
Under CSR programme scholarships, uniforms, schools books are provided to students, , they
have also sponsored school buses for schools for special children school in Valpoi and
Bicholim.
At the end, Mr. Umesh answered whatever queries the students put forth.
The field trip concluded by 12.30 am.
Report compiled by
Ms Estela Menezes and Ms Safira Gomes
TYBOM DIV D
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Field Trip to Nebula Home Pvt.Ltd.
A field trip to Nebula Home Pvt Ltd , Pilerne was organised by the Department of Commerce
for the Third Year B.Com, Banking students on 22nd February, 2020. Ms. Victorya
Rodrigues and Ms. Kimberly Barros were the faculty that accompanied the students. 37
students were present for the trip.
The students arrived at Nebula Home
Products Pvt. Ltd. at 8:40 am.
Nebula is an industry engaged in manufacture
and supply of packaging products. The
students were taken in 2 batches. On entering
the manufacturing unit they were shown the
different machines through which the
processes are carried out and the instructor
explained the functions of each machine.
The machines included auto-lamination
machines,
cutting
machines,
printing
machines etc. Being a packaging industry, the
instructor explained that their major raw material were paper and ink. He explained how the
printing of packaging products is done and also how they print tags for garments. The whole
process was mechanised and very systematic.
This industrial visit exposed the students to the practical working environment in an industry
and proved to be a very enriching experience. The tour of the industrial unit ended at 11:00
am.

Educational Field Trip to Carasid
The Commerce faculty of St. Xaviers College organized an educational field trip for the
students, to the Carasid Cake and Desserts factory located at Pilerne Industrial Estate on 17th
and 18th February 2020.
A total of 100 S.Y.B.Com. students enrolled themselves for the field trip. They were
accompanied by faculty Ms. Swizel Alphonso, Ms. Zarina Chowdhari and Ms. Mumtaz
Mendonca.
On reaching the venue, the students were greeted by the proprietor Ms. Christabelle and her
son Mr. Sidharth. With a few instructions spelt out such as the wearing of head gear, the
students were led into the factory.
The students were shown the store where all the raw materials were stored, the refrigerator
etc. The students were explained the steps/ processes such as dough mixing, sheet makers,
filling of Croissants and then the batter room for cooling.
The students were later led into the icing room, where the methods of shaping and icing the
cake was shown. Questions by students were welcomed and answered. The students returned
back to college at 12.45 p.m.
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Industrial Visit to Nestle India, Ponda - Goa
On 6th February, 2020, thirty three students of T.Y.B.Com (Accounting) accompanied by
faculty members Ms. Difa Fernandes and Dr. Santana Fernandes visited the factory situated
at Usgao, Ponda.
The journey commenced at 7.45 a.m from St. Xavier’s College, Mapusa. The journey of
about one and a half hour saw the group at the entrance of the gate. The group was
welcomed by Ms. Prithvi Kamat, Manager, Public Affairs. After due formalities the group
was instructed about the visit, the safety measures and safety kit to be used by the group.
The kit comprised of coat, safety shoes, hair cap and beard mask. The group were made to
use hand sanitizers, and use lint brushes to clean the outer garments.
The group was divided into two groups and were taken around the factory premises. The day
being a Thursday was where the production of Munch chocolate bars was underway. The
storage area where cocoa powder procured from Ghana and Malaysia were shown along with
the other ingredients which are stored in cold room.
The entire process right from the batter mix for the wafer to the production of bars cutting to
size and shape, the quality checks at various stages were seen by the group. The stamping of
each bar showing the factory identification number, date and time of the batch of
manufacture were explained. Further the mechanised packing and sealing was made known
to the group.
The group later assembled at the conference hall where free tasting of chocolates was
allowed. During the question-answer session that ensued the queries put forth by the students
with regards to labour welfare, labour safety, selection and recruitment of labour, the number
of employees, the shifts and the hygiene standards maintained were ably answered by Ms.
Prithvi. She also explained that there are restrictions on the usage of mobile phones in the
factory premise and drew the attention of the students to the green boxes marked on the
factory floor which permitted any employee or officials to attend to phone calls. Each
member of the group was
given a pack of Kit Kat
chocolates.
After thanking Ms. Prithvi
for the hospitality and a
group photo, the factory
visit
culminated.
The
factory visit was indeed an
enriching and experiential
experience wherein the
various
production
processes were witnessed.
Ms. Difa Fernandes & Dr.
Santana Fernandes
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Educational field trip
students of T.Y.B.Com.

organised

for

the

A group of students and teachers left for Panchgani on 27 th February,2020 at 10:00 p.m. The
faculty accompanying the students were Dr. Oscar de Melo, Ms Alia Agha, Ms. Sandra
Fernandes, Dr. Santana Fernandes, Ms. Swizel Alphonso and Ms. Victorya Rodrigues. It was
a smooth journey and we arrived at the Basilica Resort in Panchgani at 8:15 a.m. We
freshened up and had a hearty breakfast before heading out for the day. Our first visit was to
the Pure Berry’s strawberry farm where we got to see how strawberries are grown and we
even got to taste them.
Our next stop for the day was to the Pure Berry’s Factory. We were welcomed with snacks
and got to sample all their
crushes and many other
products. We observed the
process of making squashes
and preserves. Mr Gaurav
Dangiste, Senior executive
(Sales
and
marketing)
explained how the Pure
Berry’s honey, cheese spread,
processed and unprocessed
cheese are manufactured and
the health benefits of the
same. It was a very
informative session after
which we shopped at the
factory’s galleria. We then
went to Mapro Gardens
where we got to see the bread
and khakra factory and processing of the same. We also spent some time at the shopping
centre in Mapros. Apart from this, they also had a food counter serving sandwiches, pizzas
and desserts.
After our trip from Mapros, we visited the Parsi Point and got to see the scenic view of
Krishna Valley and Dhom Dam. We had a light snack at the food stalls there and carried on
with our next study visit to Mapro’s factory. At the factory we were shown short films on the
inception of Mapro’s. Here we observed the process of making the squashes/crushes right
from the separation of the pulp to the packaging and labelling of the bottle and the
manufacturing of Mazaana chocolates which began from separating the seed from the date
fruit and coating it with the chocolate to the final packaging.
The next day of the trip included sightseeing at Parsi Point , Table Land, Veena Lake and
Mahabaleshwar. With this we concluded our study visit . After the educational and insightful
outing we arrived back at our hotel. We were given leisure time to enjoy the facilities of the
resort, which we enjoyed thoroughly after which we freshened up and ate a lovely dinner at
the resort and began our return journey to Goa.
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My Job My Hobby
Career Guidance Talk
The Department of Commerce of St.
Xavier’s College, Mapusa organized a
career guidance talk on 3rd January 2020
from 10.10 am to 11.00 am in the college
premises. The programme was coordinated
by Dr. Yasmin Z. Shaikh. Mr. Billy
Fernandes of billytoons and Mr. William
Britto introduced themselves. Mr. Billy
Fernandes is an alumnus of this college
and he is currently working in Dubai. Mr.
Fernandes said that when he was in college
he would always sit behind and draw
cartoons and that was the place from
where his ideas of cartoons originated. He
has now introduced goan stickers named
billytoons. He advised the students to
follow their passion which brings out their
talents. One of the students asked him
about the secret to success, to which he
replied “Hardwork and Focus”. Mr.
Fernandes then introduced the class to Mr.
William Britto. Mr. Britto said that he was
a quiet student. He was the one who
introduced the mirror photo. He said that
the idea of Konkani stickers came to their
mind when he and Mr. Fernandes were
sitting for a cup of tea. They worked on it
and it was a success. They got a very good
response from people. At the end of the
session a student presented them with a
token of appreciation and thanked them for
sharing
their
valuable
knowledge.
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Motivational Talk
The students of FY B.COM division D,
attended a session on 20th July 2019
conducted by Mr. Yohann Santos, a former
student of St. Xaviers and former General
Secretary. The talk was organized by
Dr.Yasmin Z. Shaikh.
Mr. Yohann Santos was welcomed by Dr.
Mrs Yasmin Z. Shaikh. Ms. Enajia
Fernandes presented Mr. Santos with a
potted plant. Mr. Santos began the session
by interacting with the students. He then
spoke about learning from one’s mistake
and how it helps in personal growth of an
individual. Mr. Santos asked the students
about their future career plans and which
educational degree they would pursue after
graduation. He acknowledged the different
stages in a student’s life, the child ego
stage, parent ego stage and adult ego stage.
The students were advised to utilize their
vacation by doing an internship in an
organization, which would help them to
learn how an organization works and help
to gain experience. The students were then
asked about their hobbies and what they
are good at doing. Mr. Santos encouraged
the students to do something they are good
at and that it is not always important to
take up conventional professions. Mr.
Santos shared his experience of his
interviews with the students and gave
insights. While proceeding towards the end
of the session the students were asked an
important question, “what is their
purpose?” One of the students stood up
and said that his purpose was to change the
world, Mr. Santos agreed with the
response. He advised the students to
believe in themselves and work towards
achieving their goals and to be focused on
what they desire to become. The session
was concluded by the vote of thanks by
Ms Chelsea Rodrigues and a token of
appreciation was handed by Ms Shivani
Mangale.

Joy of Giving 2019-2020
‘The joy that you give to others is
the joy that comes back to you’.
The Joy of Giving programme was
initiated by the staff of Department of
Commerce in the year 20182019.Continuing with this programme,
this year, it was extended to the
students of the Department of
Commerce. The students generously
contributed various groceries items
including rice, dals, milk powder, milk
tetra packs, soaps, detergents, jams,
wheat atta, sugar, tea powder, oil,
toothpaste, toothbrush and soya
chunks. The items collected were then
distributed to four children homes;
ASRO, Tivim, Sister Adorers, Tivim, Bosco Bal Sadan, Bastora and Mother Teresa Roses,
Parra in the month of December.
The faculty members of the Department sponsored lunch for the inmates of the old age home
Mother Teresa, Panjim. The faculty members also provided them with provisions including
Rice, Sugar, Atta, Detergents, Floor Cleaners, Milk powder etc.
This programme was coordinated by Dr. Yasmin Z. Shaikh.
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Participation In Inter Collegiate Events
INSIGNIA
The students of the Department of
Commerce of St. Xaviers College
participated in an intercollegiate event
INSIGNIA organized by Rosary College
of Commerce and Arts, Navelim on 15th
January 2020.A group of 12 students from
First Year, Second Year and Third Year
B.Com. accompanied by Ms Swizel
Alphonso participated in the event.
The competition involved a series of Onstage and off-stage events which gave
students a wide exposure to various
business related aspects and helped them
to put their theoretical knowledge of the
subject
into practical
use.
The students wholeheartedly participated
in the different events and won accolades
in various individual events such as
Intromission, Facts and Figures, Movie
land and Makeover. At the end of the
event the students were rewarded for their
efforts as they were declared as Runners
Up of Insignia 2020.

OLYMPICS DOWN THE AGES 2020
Two students, George Lobo of T.Y.
B.COM-D and Ethan D'Souza F.Y.
B.COM-A had taken part in the Olympics
Down the Ages 2020 inter-collegiate
Sports Quiz on the 21st of January,2020
It was hosted by S.S Dempo College of
Commerce and Economics in association
with the Directorate of Higher Education,
Government of Goa and National
Association of Physical Education and
Sports Science.
The Quiz master was Dr.Vinod Joshua of
S.S Dempo College of Commerce and
Economics.
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A large number of colleges from all over
Goa participated in
the
event.
6 colleges made it to the final round.
The winners of the Quiz were Government
College of Arts, Science and Commerce,
Sanquelim.
St Xavier's College emerged runners up.

BIZ QUIZ
Biz Quiz is an annual Business quiz
organised by S.S.Dempo College of
Commerce and Economics on the occasion
of their Founder's Day. It was held on 6th
January 2020. Two students participated
from the Department of Commerce
participated in the event. They were Anson
Dias from T.Y.B.Com C and Ethan
D'Souza
from
F.Y.B.Com
A.
Colleges from all over Goa participated in
this quiz. 6 teams made it to the onstage
final and Sridora Caculo College emerged
as Winners.

T.Y.B.Com. Project Presentation Competition
The Department of Commerce organised a
project presentation competition for the Third
year students of B.com. It was held on 14th
March, 2020 at 11:45 am. Dr.Yasmin Shaikh
and Ms. Karen Fernandes introduced the
judges and presented them with a potted plant.
Our esteemed judges for the day were Mr.
Rommel Pinheiro from the B.B.A department
and Ms. Eweny Fernandes from the B.C.A
department of St. Xavier’s College. A total of
seven groups presented their respective project
topics with the help of power point
presentations. The groups were questioned on
various topics covered by them.
The competition came to an end at 2:00 pm with the students of the project titled “A Study of
Food Delivery Apps in Goa- Prospects and Problems” guided by Dr. Oscar de Melo
emerging as winners. The winners were
awarded with a prize at the hands of the
judges and the head of the department of
Commerce, Ms. Sumina Dias.
The competition concluded with a vote of
thanks by Ms Sandra Fernandes. It was an
enriching experience for all the students
present as it helped them gain knowledge on
the various studies conducted by other
groups as well as develop their confidence
while presenting.
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Commerce Blitz
Commerce Blitz is the Commerce wallpaper introduced by the Department of Commerce,
wherein students of each class put up articles, latest news and recent trends and developments
in the field of Commerce. The students of each class are asked to select a particular topic and
cover all aspects of it in the most creative manner.
The purpose of this project is to inculcate a sense of reading, encourage creativity and keep
the students well informed.
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Student Articles
COVID-19; The Next Global
Recession
17th March 2020: As the casualties of the
Coronavirus increase by the hour;
NIFTY50 and SENSEX show negative
change markings every single day,
depreciating the values of securities all the
more.
On October 24, 2008, the Sensex plunged
by 1070.63 points (10.96 per cent) to close
at 8,701.07. The National Stock
Exchange's Nifty ended at 2,557.25, down
13.11 per cent or 386 points. A similar
trend has initiated on the 17th of March
2020 with the Sensex going down by
810.98 points while NIFT50 reduced by
230.35 points; NIFTY BANK shows the
most drastic of decreases by 945.95 points.
What could be done when in a situation
such as this?
Do not discontinue SIPs; perhaps the
biggest mistake an equity investor can
make which defeats the very purpose of
the SIP, by denying the investor the
opportunity to accumulate more when
prices are low. As markets turn weak and
NAVs of funds go down, every SIP
fetches you more units. A few years down
the line when the market recovers, the
accumulated units will translate into a
huge corpus. Historically, investors have
gained by continuing SIPs through lean
market phases and sticking around for the
longer term.
Buy stocks with a fundamental strong
base: If you buy the large companies with
strong business models you will find them
bouncing back as soon as the economic
conditions gradually improve. Moreover,
institutions or the smart money will first
chase the big index heavy weights and
large caps. This is where you have safety
for the medium to long run. If you run
after small names to make a quick buck
you may end up losing more.
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People who bought Nifty ETF should try
to diversify into Gold or other assets
classes and buy a few more Nifty ETFs to
reduce their average costs. If you are in
need of urgent funds then a sale is
inevitable, however, in all other cases a
wait and watch approach is the best
feasible option. Buying some quantity at
lower levels helps, but don’t go overboard
by buying a huge chunk in order to
average your costs, because the future is
uncertain and you are not sure if the prices
have bottomed out or if there is further
correction yet to take place.
Market
Correction:
An
Opportunity
in
Disguise:
Equity markets globally have corrected 2535 per cent from their peak levels due to
multiple reasons, including the outbreak of
Coronavirus (COVID-19). Significant
correction in crude oil prices due to failure
of talks between OPEC and non-OPEC
producers
on
increasing/extending
production cuts to balance the global oil
market. Domestically, we have also seen
the unfortunate episode of YES Bank
being put under a moratorium. But the key
positive is the proactive way with which
the government and RBI have been
handling the situation to prevent the
negative fallout of the situation. While the
global macro backdrop turns increasingly
beneficial for India, the current correction
in the Indian equity market is the result of
the risk-off sentiment that has impacted all
equity markets globally.
Human Behaviour and Markets
Some things never change. From the
equity market’s perspective, greed & fear
are two such emotions. History is replete
with examples where greed & fear have
impeded investor’s ability to take rational
decisions (only to repent later). One must
invest when everyone turns fearful and
assets are available at reasonably good
prices. Markets never give returns in a

linear fashion. No matter how sound a
market/company is, its return would
always rise in a non-linear manner.
Though we must admit that investor
behaviour is changing gradually and they
are willing to ride out the storm and even
add more money during the bad phase of
the market. We believe the current fall in
the market presents an opportunity to add
to one’s equity exposure. From a historical
perspective, we are hopeful that the impact
of Covid-19 will smoothen out within
three months, as observed during ZICA,
IBOLA, and SARS crises, which were
more deadly than the Coronavirus. Even
then, markets had corrected in the short
term owing to panic, but then went on to
rise ten-folds from there.
- Ruxandro De Souza
(S.Y.B.COM – C)

BITCOIN
Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency which was
created in 2009. Marketplaces called
“bitcoin exchanges” allow people to buy
or sell bitcoins using different currencies.
Transactions are made with no middle men
– meaning, no banks! Bitcoin can be used
to book hotels on Expedia, shop for
furniture and much more. But much of the
hype is about getting rich by trading it.
Bitcoins can be used to buy merchandise
anonymously. In addition, international
payments are easy and cheap because
bitcoins are not tied to any country or
subject to regulation. Small businesses
may like them because there are no credit
card fees. Some people just buy bitcoins as
an investment, hoping that they’ll go up in
value.
Many marketplaces called “bitcoin
exchanges” allow people to buy or sell
bitcoins using
different
currencies.
Coinbase is a leading exchange, along with
Bitstamp and Bitfinex. People can send
bitcoins to each other using mobile apps or
their computers. It’s similar to sending
cash digitally. Bitcoins are stored in a
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“digital wallet,” which exists either in the
cloud or on a user’s computer. The wallet
is a kind of virtual bank account that
allows users to send or receive bitcoins,
pay for goods or save their money.
Though each bitcoin transaction is
recorded in a public log, names of buyers
and sellers are never revealed – only their
wallet IDs. While that keeps bitcoin users’
transactions private, it also lets them buy
or sell anything without easily tracing it
back to them.
No one knows what will become of
bitcoin. It is mostly unregulated, but some
countries like Japan, China and Australia
have
begun
weighing
regulations.
Governments are concerned about taxation
and their lack of control over the currency.
While the number of merchants who
accept cryptocurrencies has steadily
increased, they are still very much in the
minority. For cryptocurrencies to become
more widely used, they have to first gain
widespread acceptance among consumers.
However, their relative complexity
compared to conventional currencies will
likely deter most people, except for the
technologically adept.
- Keziah Angel D'lima
(T.Y.B.COM – C)

Loyalty Management
Programmes
"If you don't appreciate your customers,
someone else will."
- Jason Langella
Satisfying the customers is the primary
objective of every business organization.
The customer is the foundation of any
business' success and so businesses started
the loyalty management programs.
Loyalty management is a series of
activities that are aimed at better serving
customers. It explores the ways in which
companies can acquire, engage and retain
their customers and, reviews the
relationship between customer retention

and the other aspects of the business. A
loyalty program is thus a marketing
strategy designed to encourage customers
to continue to shop at or use the services of
a business associated with the program.
Loyalty and rewards programs have
become commonplace in today’s society.
Today, such programs cover most types of
commerce, each having varying features
and rewards schemes, including in
banking,
entertainment,
hospitality,
retailing and travel. Both traditional brick
and mortar stores and ecommerce sites are
using them to boost retention and drive
down acquisition costs.
Customer Loyalty Programs take a lot of
different forms. Some businesses decide to
use only one model, while others may
combine two or more, some of which are:
1. Point Program: The customers get a
certain amount of points depending on the
size of the purchase made at the
store/website. These points are translated
into rewards.
2. Spend Program: In spend programs,
customer get loyalty credits for the amount
they spend at a business.
3. Tiered Program: It rewards initial
loyalty and encourages more purchases.
4. Paid Program – VIP member club:
Customers pay a monthly or annual fee to
join your VIP member club with access to
special services, discounts or unique
opportunities.
5. Game Program: The loyalty program is
turned into a game application to
encourage repeat purchases, increase
customer loyalty, entertain customers and
help strengthen your brand’s image in a
more entertaining way.
A loyalty program stops a business from
competing on price by providing another
way to differentiate stores: it offers an
enhanced
customer
experience
by
connecting with their emotions. Studies
have shown that when a customer makes a
purchase it’s highly emotional. If a
store/business sells a product that people
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buy through desire instead of necessity
then appealing to their emotions is the key.
A loyalty program gives them a way to
surprise and delight customers by
rewarding them for something that
previously went unnoticed. Every time the
stores/business rewards the customers for
their shopping activities (sign ups,
referrals, purchases etc.) they will appeal
to their emotional side and start building a
connection with them. Loyal customers
spend 67% more than new ones. Customer
retention costs between 4 and 30 times less
than customer acquisition and that a mere
5% lift in retention can increase the stores
profits by a staggering 85%. This
highlights that retention is one of the most
cost-effective ways of increasing their
profit margin. One of the main benefits of
loyalty programs is that it can help to
retain existing customers and turn them
into loyal ones.
Loyalty programs also have its drawbacks.
Many businesses may use identical loyalty
programs like similar membership
stipulations and rewards etc. Thus, ultracompetition companies are unable to pull
back from their loyalty program promises
due to the fear of lost sales. Many a times,
it is difficult to differentiate brand loyal
customers from repeat buyers. When
consumers make frequent purchases with a
business, it simply does not mean they are
loyal to a product or service. They might
be buying it because of the perks that are
offered. Hence, the accurate identification
of loyal customers may not be estimated
by the loyalty program.
There is no doubt that the benefits of
loyalty
programs
outweigh
the
disadvantages. If a business carefully and
strategically launches a loyalty program in
the market, surely they will generate
profits. All they need is expert advice and
marketing agendas to market the program,
and they will be able to retain more loyal
customers with a customer loyalty
program.
- Savannah D’souza
(T.Y.B.COM –C)

Social Media Influencers: An
Upcoming Entrepreneurial
Opportunity For Goan Youth?
With social media booming in today's
World and almost all of us having an
account on at least one social media
platform, Social Media Influencers are
an upcoming trend especially among the
youth. I'm sure all of us follow at least
one social media influencer on
Instagram. Don't we all get excited when
they post new content if not who can
withhold participating in the giveaways
they organize?
For my Final Year Project, I conducted a
study on Blogging: An Entrepreneurial
Opportunity in Goa. I got an opportunity
to interview a number of bloggers who
cover various platforms such as food,
fashion, travel & lifestyle. All of them
had different views and ideas when it
comes to blogging and social media
influencing.
To answer the question how did they get
into this field? Well, most of them said it
was because they had a passion for
writing or they were foodies and loved
posting about the various stuff they ate or
they were fashion freaks who loved
experimenting with different outfits
where as some were travel enthusiasts
who loved posted pictures and
documenting their journey.
Now, how do Social Media Influencers
earn? Social Media Influencers help not
just the public to get acquainted with
products that maybe useful to them but
also help the brand to get their products
out there to the public. Brands organise
various campaigns wherein they
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approach influencers to market their
products online and get their followers
purchasing the said product.
Well, who knows if the brand is
satisfied with the campaign another
offer maybe just around the corner.
Many a times, the influencers may
receive complimentary products and
will be asked to try them out and get the
word out about them to the public.
Many companies pay you to advertise
their products on social media, these are
widely known as ‘paid promotions’.
Restaurants have also begun reaching
out to Social Media Influencers to
promote themselves. Whenever there is
a new festival being celebrated at the
restaurant what better way to get the
word out to the public other than Social
Media Influencers? The influencer may
charge a fee to the restaurant owner
based on an agreement worked out by
them. If you are one of those people
who are under the impression that
Bloggers always get free food
wherever they go oh trust me it's not
always true. It is mostly widely
recognized bloggers who may end up
getting free meals but this is only when
the restaurant is sure of attracting a
large audience once the blogger’s post
is out there. It takes a lot of time and
effort to become a recognized blogger.
The blogger needs the owner’s consent
before putting the word out there on
his/her blog. The benefits given by the
restaurant owner are not always made
the most of by the blogger. If the
blogger receives a
voucher, he/she may host a giveaway on
his/her page, this is one of the important
factors to keep in mind in order to keep
your followers satisfied and get them

more engaged in your page. You may
also be rewarded after the owners gets a
ton of your followers visiting their
restaurant. In case of travel bloggers, the
blogger maybe invited by a hotel or
resort for what is now commonly known
as a ‘staycation’ in exchange for
promoting the hotel or resort on their
blog. There may also be monetary
factors involved based on the agreement
between the blogger and proprietor.
Most bloggers believe in the motto
‘Content is King’.
Amidst the National lockdown due to
the Coronavirus crisis, there were tons
of bloggers posting out amazing content
for their followers be it Do It Yourself
videos, easy to cook food recipes, home
workout sessions or maybe even about
current trends like the Dalgona Coffee!
While giving out useful tips and putting
out informative posts, bloggers have
also become a source of entertainment
for their followers. Blogging can also
help one pave the way towards your
career, for example if you are inclined
towards the fashion industry, blogging
about fashion can help you start your
own fashion line or may attract current
brands in the market to hire you.
Most of the social media influencers in
Goa do it as a part time activity.
Blogging and Social Media Influencing
has not hit its prime in Goa as yet.
Whereas there a lot of bloggers, You
Tubers and influencers out of Goa who
are into blogging as a full-time
profession. Social Media Influencing
while working a full-time job maybe
quite the hustle be it waking up early
morning for a photoshoot or putting in
late hours creating content for your blog
but it is worth all the effort put in by
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you. I personally feel that there is a lot
more to come in the field of Blogging
and Social Media Influencing and could
help the youth scale to greater heights.
So, if you are passionate about writing
or if you are a fashionista and would
love to give your followers fashion
advice or you are a travel enthusiast who
would love to publish your travel stories
online, what are you waiting for? Pick
up your camera, take pictures, get your
laptop out and write away!
- Gavin Carvalho
(T.Y.B.COM – A)

Educating The Mind Without
Educating The Heart, Is No
Education At All.
“The highest education is that which
does not merely give us information but
makes our
life in harmony with all
existence” is a wise quote by
Rabindranath Tagore. Education is
meant to create a blend of intelligence
and character in an individual so as to
help him live in harmony with the
surroundings as well as to build a better
society. True education enables a person
to take his own decisions wisely and
pragmatically. Ever since the existence
of mankind, education has played one of
the most vital roles in making our globe
look the way it appears today.
However, education as useful as it is,
without values seems rather to make
man a clever devil. No wonder,
Aristotle,
one of the greatest
philosophers of all time has stressed the
importance of a holistic approach to
living in his words “educating the mind
without educating the heart, is no
education
at
all”.
The
heart
encompasses
feelings,
emotions,
sentiments, while the mind dwells on
knowledge, logic and rationality.

Unless both the mind and the heart are
educated together, it is impossible to
grow as a person and to better oneself. If
you gain all the knowledge of the world
yet do not have an educated heart, that
shows compassion, sympathy and love
for mankind, your education is
incomplete.
Some of the wisest people through
history were not only learned
individuals but also people who had big
hearts. For example, Mother Teresa, our
most recent saint was a teacher by
profession but later realized that
compassion needed to be prioritised for
the unloved and the destitute. This is
why she lived a life of voluntary poverty
and service to the poor.
Mahatma Gandhi, the Father of our
Nation, an astute barrister sought to
learn and practice not just the law of the
land but the law of the heart as well,
which is why non-violence dominated
his thinking and the spirit of Tolerance
stirred his heart to lead him to resolve
conflicts in a peaceful manner. Shining
examples of this strategy is seen in
Satyagraha and Civil Disobedience
Movements as well as the removal of
Untouchability.
On the other hand, the destructive,
selfish and manipulative activities of
technologically
“developed”
civilizations have made man false to
himself. So we have summits and
fancifully named treaties pushing for
conservation of energy and nature yet at
the same time we have blatant
exploitation of human resources and
nature by the very ones who come up
with such proposals for betterment. This
kind of behaviour points to man’s
shallowness and greed rather than
wisdom and accurate understandings of
nature.
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Even a cursory look at the basic unit of
society –the family will reveal the crisis
point at which it is. Statistics place
divorce rates at an all time high,
separations are common and the singleparent family is not a new feature.
Clearly, the love ties that bound families
together are being broken up by
intellectually framed divorce suits and
the like. Investment bankers and
corporations are seeking wealth and
profit without concern for the health,
happiness and well being of those who
work for them or purchase their
products. Education “reforms” are
putting more emphasis on student test
scores than on the development of social
skills, creative thinking or a love of
learning. Consumers everywhere are
buying and throwing away materials in
such a way that our planet is being
treated both like a buffet table and a
garbage dump.
In a sense, “civilized” people’s minds
have become ignorant. We have ignored
the interdependent nature of reality as it
actually exists. We’ve developed
methods of logic and reasoning based
on fixed compartments and dualistic
comparisons that make it very difficult
for us to understand how the world
actually works.
To bridge these gaps we all need to
grow more connections within society
and the world as a whole. We need to
listen to our hearts, re-learn what we
think we know, and encourage the
young to think and behave differently,
to live more in synch with Nature.
Along with our intellectual pursuits, we
should inculcate in ourselves a sense of
understanding and compassion and be
mindful about the world around us.
Feelings of compassion help us make
wise choices and become aware of how
our actions affect others. Mindfulness
allows us to stay in touch with what is

really happening, to update our
knowledge representations, and to
become more skillful in our actions.
Friends, I am sure you’ll agree that at
the end of our lives we will be judged
not by how many degrees we have
received, or how many associations we
are members of or how much money we
have made. We will in fact, be judged
by how many hearts we have touched,
how many souls we have saved and how
many smiles we have put on the faces
especially of the shunned and lowly. At
this point, I remember Saint Teresa’s
words:
“Yesterday is gone. Tomorrow has not
yet come. We have only today. So let us
begin”.
Yes join me in advocating for a holistic
approach to Education: Education of
both the heart and the mind.
- Fiona Fernandes
(T.Y.Bcom A)

Financial Literacy
Financial literacy is the ability to
understand and effectively apply various
financial skills, including personal
financial management, budgeting, and
investing.
Financial
literacy
helps
individuals become self-sufficient so that
they can achieve financial stability.
Financial literacy also involves the
proficiency of financial principles and
concepts,
such
as
financial
planning, compound interest, managing
debt, profitable savings techniques, and the
time value of money. The lack of financial
literacy may lead to making poor financial
choices
that
can
have
negative
consequences on the financial well-being
of an individual. The main steps to
achieving financial literacy include
learning the skills to create a budget, the
ability to track spending, learning the
techniques to pay off debt, and effectively
planning for retirement. These steps can
also include counselling from a financial
expert.
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Financial literacy focuses on the ability to
manage personal
finance matters
efficiently, and it includes the knowledge
of making appropriate decisions about
personal finance, such as investing,
insurance, real estate, paying for college,
budgeting, retirement, and tax planning.
Those who understand the subject should
be able to answer several questions about
purchases, such as whether an item is
required, whether it is affordable, and
whether it's an asset or a liability.
Financial literacy shows how an individual
makes financial decisions. This skill can
help a person develop a financial road map
to identify what he earns, what he spends,
and what he owes. Financial literacy
affects all ages and all socioeconomic
levels. The lack of financial literacy can
lead to owing large amounts of debt and
making poor financial decisions.
- Anson Dias
(T.Y.B.COM. – A)

Impact Of The Lockdown On ECommerce Websites In India Due
To The Widespread Of Covid-19.
As the rate of Covid-19 pandemic has been
increasing rapidly worldwide which has
also affected India which is still at stage-2,
the government of India has taken drastic
steps to practice ‘social distancing’ and
other measures to lower the rates of
affected citizens in the country; which has
resulted in a nationwide lockdown.
The lockdown has made a huge impact on
the economy of the country and the Retail
and e-Commerce sectors in particular.
Due to the lockdown all malls, stores,
supermarkets, local markets and other
outlets providing various goods and
services have been forced to close down
due to which It has been estimated that a
large number of the employees associated
with the retail sector are at risk of losing
their jobs. However, for a while general
stores providing groceries are allowed to

remain open to provide people with
essential goods to stock up on. But in spite
of this, most people are reluctant on taking
a risk to visit a nearby store and are more
driven to order goods online. Which has
made many goods and service outlets
realise that it is important in today’s time
to invest in omnichannel digital
transformation and develop O2O (Onlineto-Offline) models of doing business.
On the other hand, it is estimated that
Indian e-commerce lost $400mn in a week
due to COVID-19 and these losses will
grow to $1Bn during the nationwide
lockdown. Due to serious upheavals in the
supply chains, many established platforms
like Amazon, Flipkart and BigBasket had
to suspend services and they are slowly
limping back. Warehousing, logistics,
order management, delivery, last-mile
delivery, complaint servicing are sectors
which would have to retool themselves in
order to meet COVID-19 like situations in
future. Maybe the supply chains would
have to be shorter or have in-built
redundancy.
- Sarah D’souza
(F.Y.B.COM –B)
Due to the recent situation of the
pandemic the entire world is in distress,
here's a message for everyone.

You led me to places that I didn't want to
be
Everyone curses the moment they see me.
People are seriously stressing,
Well, Of course I'm never a blessing,
Think for a moment
Mother earth is healing!
I am getting Families together
People are dying, it’s really sympathizing,
Now You will learn to be cautious,
And say faithful prayers.
I'm here with a subtle message,
Peace begins with our homes.
If you could just help and care,
These are values and hopes.
Listen you all nations!
I'm making an impact ,maybe forever,
Want to say that, your life is a real
treasure,
take preventive measures, seriously!
It will help you all to avoid all misery,
this is the real fight, you all are in this
together.
After all life is a fragile gift, be sure to
take care of it.
~Delina Fernandes
(S.Y. BCOM- B)

*Fragile Gift*
Unravelling the Enigma
I'm a virus
A New one around
Really so deadly
I make people home bound
I'm here for a reason
Maybe just for a season
For better and for worse
This is just the beginning of my verse.
Let me explain, I led
Worldwide emergencies,
Nationwide lockdowns ,
Decrease in dollars and decrease in
pounds,
I made an appearance worse than WW2,
China! I'm here because of you,
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In the town of Berk,
The estate stood tall and strong
Worth a fortune!
About to be inherited by one,
A teen that too not yet 18,
But something unlikely soon happened,
That shocked the people and everyone.
Caught at the crime scene,
The girl by the name Jane, was standing
near the body.
The housekeeper, now lay face down,

But no murder weapon found!
Something uncanny, something surreal
The detective wondered! The Police were
astonished,
"Could she have done it?" They pondered
and were intrigued.
The crime scene was investigated,
But not much evidence was found.
Now A man by the name Owen
A friend of the victim,
Was found arguing,
And was seen walking out of the
residence, just moments before the
incident.
The detective thought and thought,
Could his motive have been anger?
Could it have possibly been him?
The neighbour, Mr. Martin, a local baker,
Seemed to have an alibi,
He claimed to be at the local bar, at the
time of the murder,
But untrustworthy was his character
So how sure could the detective be?
Could he trust him?
The detective now suspected three,
A neighbour, a supposed friend and a teen,
All seemed likely to commit the act,
And it now seemed incomprehensible.
Puzzled at this,
He decided to re examine the scene
He noticed a box of sweets,
One out of the many was eaten
Could it be?.. He thought
He informed the police, and found out
The sweets were drugged,
So who would have thought?
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It was the neighbour who was a baker after
all!
It was fortune he was after,
But the detective asked,
"Why the housekeeper?"
By mistake it did happen he said,
I was really after the soon to be owner, the
teenager!
- Eleanor D'Souza
(S.Y.B.COM-B)

Cry of a Tree
Was born to live,
Live with many expectations,
But never even knew,
Such incidents would ever,
Ever happen in my life!
A man, once, planted me
In the soil as a seed
'Life' which meant to be important
Very important to me
Was given to me by my mother 'Earth'
Brought up into this world
With love & care
Fed me food, water & everything
And, so hard they worked,
To see me grow there.
For everyone, as lucky as I was
With the blow of wind
Birds, insects swayed on my wings
So also the unfortunate man
Would take rest under my knees.
Men who seemed to be my caretakers

Turned out to be my criminals
Without a reason I was killed
No legs, no hands, not even a piece left
with me
Even what was left, got buried under the
soil.
What a selfish men in this world
Used me for everything they could
Now I'm thrown like anything
Leaving behind only my carcasses.........
- Erica Pereira
(S.Y. B.Com-C)

So Much To Say
So much to say,
But can’t utter a word...
A lot to cry for,
Yet chosen to revert...
They see me smile,
And assume things are alright..
Unaware of the Pain,
And tears I hide...
Millions of people around,
With million of masks on...
Pretending to be fine,
Between the harsh selfish crowd..
No one has cared,
And no one will ever...
So be there for yourself,
Being your own savoir...
Scream out the pain,
And yell out the fears...
‘Cause things will be fine,
When the sky gets cleared...
- Roshel Jaquies
(S.Y.B.COM – B)
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My First Year at St. Xavier’s
College
To speak about my first day at college, the
first word that would come to my mind
would be -Nervous.
I was so nervous on my first day at college
because firstly I did not know anyone. I
needed that one ray of hope and God was
merciful enough to me that he gave me
Nicole. I had known Nicole for the past
two years because of the same higher
secondary we studied at. She became my
medium to make friends and as days
passed I began to open up and meet new
people and in no time I had a group of
crazy friends! Each and every one of them
was a specimen, almost like different
species from different planets! Coming
down to our teachers, I don't know what to
say. Each and every one of them is so
loving and always ready to help, regardless
of what the situation is, they always lend a
helping hand. They encourage us in ways
no one else can and this is what helps us
make our journey memorable! Inter
college events are the kind of exposures
we need as teenagers and this is exactly
what Xavier's gave me. The opportunities
to showcase my talents, meet new people,
socialize and the list goes on. My first year
at Xavier's was indeed one roller coaster
ride, with ups and down but unstoppable!
- Elaine Lima
(F.Y.BCOM. D)

Circle of
Terms

Life

in Accounting

Everything that begins eventually has an
end. Life is no different it begins at birth
and it ends with death. You cannot avoid
death but you can still leave behind a
legacy that will be remembered forever.
The legacy whether, good or bad, will
be defined by what you do in your
lifetime. Life has always been spoken of
in terms of science, but I believe by
applying proper accounting knowledge
we can represent the circle of life in

accounting terms in the form of journal
entries



Expenses A/c…….Dr
To Education A/c
(Being roles reversed, now you’re
paying for your child’s education)



Work life A/c …….Dr
To Retirement A/c
(Being now taking a back seat into
the retirement life)



Medical issues A/c……..Dr
To Life A/c
(Being illnesses catching up to the
body)



Death A/c………..Dr
To Life A/c
(Being the eventual death finally
arriving)

Journal entries in the books of Life








Life A/c………..Dr
To God and Parents A/c
(Being we are brought into this
world, often said to be God’s gift
to our parents)
Education A/c…..Dr
To Parents expenses A/c
(Being all the expenses borne by
our parents for providing a proper
education to us. We are like an
investment of our parents but like a
zero coupon bond investment,
wherein they expect nothing in
return)
Bank A/c…….Dr
To Work life A/c
(Being getting into the work life
and earning money)
Family A/c………Dr
To Life A/c
(Being getting into the next phase
of life i.e. starting your own
family)
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Memories A/c…………Dr
To Death A/c
(Being now existing in memories, either
for right or wrong doings
Life begins with you lying on the bed and it
ends with you lying on the bed. What you
do in between is what will define you and
will determine what type of legacy you
leave behind.
- Joviano J. Fernandes
TYBCOM A

Achievements of our Students
Swamini Ramnath Lotlikar
 Platoon commander of the NSS contingent for the Republic Day Parade 2020, which
was held at Delhi.
Keziah Dlima
 Insignia 2020, organised by Rosary College –
i) 2nd place in package design
ii) 3rd place in logo designing overall 2nd place
 K-oss 2020 – organised by Dempo College
i) 1st place in flag painting
ii) Overall winners
 Abhyuday 2020 organised by Government College, Borda –
i) 1st place flag painting
ii) Overall winners
Nisha Chawan
 Secured 1st place in University Kabaddi tournament
 Represented Goa as a captain for 46th Junior national kabaddi ( boys and girls) and
qualified for Khelo India tournament
Carlton Pereira
 Creations 2020 - Short Film making 1st place, Music Video 1st place ( Overall
Champions)
 Insignia 2020 - Short Film making 1st place, Introductory video 2nd place ( Overall
2nd place)
 Impetus 2020 - Short Film making 1st place ( Overall Champions)
 K-oss 2020 - Introductory Video 2nd place ( Overall Champions)
 Revelations 2020 - Digital poster making 2nd place
 Abhyuday 2020 - Short Film making 1st place ( Overall Champions)
Alexson Pinto
 Creations 2020 by Dempe College, Miramar (contingent leader) –
i) Flag painting 1st place
ii) Over-all winners
 K-oss 2020 by S.S. Dempo College –
i) Flag painting 1st place
ii) Photography 1st place
iii) Over-all winners )
 Revelation 2020 by Chowgule College –
i) Photography 1st place
 Abhyuday 2020 by Government College, Borda (Contingent leader ) –
i) Photography 1st place,
ii) Flag painting 1st place
iii) Over-all winners
 Astitva 2020 by D.M.C, Mapusa –
i) Photography 2nd place
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Sachin Manjunath Kannur
 Open Softball state winner
Aanchal Sapra
 Impetus – i) Fashion show -1st place
ii) Mad ad -1st place
iii) Participation in Tug of War
 Astitva - Fashion show- 2nd place
 Abhyodhy - Dance – 2nd place
 Insignia – Participation in Dance
Ranen D'souza
 Creations - Participation in Surprise Events
Elaine Lima
 Insignia – Participation in Dance
 Astitva - Participation in Dance
Gavin Carvalho
 2nd place at Insignia Quiz organised by Rosary College, Navelim
 Special mention for innovative ideas in the Income Tax competition organised by the
Income Tax Department to celebrate National Income Tax Day
Shalom Ferrao
 2nd place at Creations Quiz organised by Dhempe College, Miramar
Aldron Alvares
 Participated at university level judo competition and won a bronze medal
Ryan Fernandes
 Revelation 2020
i) 2nd place for fashion show
 ii) 3rd place for the Overall event
Anishka Raut
 Creations 2020 by Dempe College
i) 3rd place for dance at creations
ii) 1st place for the overall event
Roshan Pinto
 Creations 2020 by Dempe College
i) 1st place for pubg at creations
ii)1st place for the overall event
Alister Fernandes
 Participated at the all Goa U-19 inter college football tournament organised by Goa
University
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Haygien Carvalho
 1st place at Creations 2020 for pubg
 3rd place for tug of war at Astithva
 7th position for all India senior rugby nationals
Dorathy Alphonso
 Won the 1st Place at State level Shot put
 Won the 2nd Place at State Level Handball
Nidhil Pednekar
 Impetus 2019-20
i) Rangoli - 1st place
ii)Movie - 1st place
iii)Tug of war
iv)Street play
v)Wealth out of waste
Alandra Silveira
 Impetus 2019-20
As tricks (Mad ad) 1st place
Akshaya Anirudra Gaonkar
 Secured 1st place in University Kabaddi tournament.
J. Jenitta
 Participated in Youth Delegation Program in China
 Participated in senior Nationals Basketball in Punjab
Rakesh Jadav
 Winners at Goa University intercollegiate Hockey tournament
Ethan D'Souza
 Secured 2nd Place -Quiz-Olympics Down the ages 2020,Dempo College.
Varsha Thakur
 Participated in Phoenix event and won 3rd place in ring game
 Participated in Baseball at state level
 Participated in Volleyball at state level and won first place
George Lobo
 2nd Place - Treasure hunt –Revelations 2020, Parvativai Chowgule College
 2nd Place – Quiz – Creations 2020, Dhempe College of Arts and Science, Panaji.
 2nd Place – Quiz –Olympics Down the Ages 2020, Dempo College, Bambolim.
 Semi Finalists at the Goa University Intercollegiate State Basketball Tournament
held at Goa University, Bambolim.
Anson J Dias
 2nd place at Creations Quiz organised by Dhempe College, Miramar
 2nd place at Insignia Quiz organised by Rosary College, Navelim
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Hearty Congratulations to our ex-students
Shreyash Bandodkar
(2015-2018)
On 24th September, 2019 which is
celebrated as NSS day, Mr. Shreyash
Bandodkar received the President’s National
Service Scheme Award for the year 2017-18
by the hands of Hon. President of India Shri
Ramnath Kovind at the Rashtrapati Bhavan,
New Delhi

Joash Eusebio Mendonca
(2015-2018)
Joash became the first Goan to be qualified as the
table tennis international umpire after successfully
completing his International Table Tennis
Federation’s International Umpires Examination.

Kushal Premanand Kerkar
(2015-2018)
Cleared CMA (intermediate) exams
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Joshua D’Mello
(2016-2019)
Cleared CPT, CA Inter group 1 and CSEET

Noella Nazareth
(2015-2018)
Cleared UGC NET JRF

Aarti Chikhalikar
(2016-2019)
Cleared CPT
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Hearty Congratulations to our Rankers at Goa
University
(April 2018)

Ms Noella Avilia Nazareth
Rank 2 (B.COM.)

Ms Carina Fernandes
Rank 3 (B.COM.)

(April 2019)

Ms. Lynessa Lynette Linson
Rank 1 (B.COM.)
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Ms. Ali Neha Parveen Haider
Rank 3 (B.COM.)

Faculty Participation in Seminars,
Workshops and Publications
1.Ms. Sumina Da Costa e Dias
Attended Syllabus clarification workshop in the subject of Accounting DSE 3: Government
Accounting, on 10th August, 2019 at Rosary College, Navelim.
Moderator for Syllabus clarification workshop in the subject of Accounting DSE 5:
Advanced Company Accounts, on 20th December, 2019 at Shree Damodar College, Margao.
Attended Special Session for teachers on Deciphering teaching in google era and creative
teaching methods (active learning strategies), on 15th February, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
Attended Faculty Enrichment Programme, on 12th&13th March, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
2. Ms. DifaFernandes
Attended Syllabus clarification workshop in the subject of Accounting DSE 2: Auditing I, on
31st July, 2019 at Government College, Borda, Margao.
Attended Syllabus clarification workshop in the subject of Accounting DSE 6: Accounting I,
on 20th December, 2019 at Shree Damodar College, Margao.
Attended Special Session for teachers on Deciphering teaching in google era and creative
teaching methods (active learning strategies), on 15th February, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
Attended Faculty Enrichment Programme, on 12th& 13th March, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
Attended the webinars National Webinar on ‘Personal Management’ on 2 nd July, 2020 and
National Level Online Workshop on Research Methodology: A First Step towards Research
held on 7th -11th July, 2020.
3. Dr. Yasmin Shaikh
Attended Syllabus clarification workshop in the subject of Business Management DSE 1:
International Marketing, on 29th July, 2019 at Carmel College, Nuvem.
Attended Syllabus clarification workshop in the subject of Industrial Management, on 29 th
July, 2019 at Carmel College, Nuvem.
Moderator for Syllabus clarification workshop in the subject of Business Management DSE
8: Brand Management, on 6th January, 2020 at Rosary College, Navelim.
Attended and Presented Paper at the2nd India Greater Mekong Sub-Region International
Conference(IGMSIC) 2019 on the topic “Emerging Trends in Tourism, Entrepreneurship and
Management”, held on 27th, 28th&29th November, 2019 at Fr. Agnel College, Pilar.
Attended Faculty Enrichment Programme, on 12th& 13th March, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
Attended the webinars, Harnessing the power of body language on 1 st July 2020, National
Level Webinar: ’Corona Pandemic Issues & Challenges related to immunity lessons from
Quran on 18th June 2020 and ICT Enabled Higher Education in India on 13 th July 2020.

4. Mr. Herwin Furtado
Attended Syllabus clarification workshop in the subject of Industrial Management, on 29th
July, 2019 at Carmel College, Nuvem.
Attended Syllabus clarification workshop in the subject of Human Resource Management, on
15th January, 2020 at Carmel College, Nuvem.
Attended 18th International Entrepreneurship forum Conference on the topic:
‘Entrepreneurship as a Social Movement’, on 16th, 17th& 18th December, 2019 at
SanskritiBhavan, Panjim.
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Attended Workshop organised by GIPARD on Sensitisation of government functionaries on
minority issues, on 26th, 27th and 28th February, 2020 at ICAR, Ella Goa.
Attended Special Session for teachers on Deciphering teaching in google era and creative
teaching methods (active learning strategies), on 15th February, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
Attended Faculty Enrichment Programme, on 12th&13th March, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
5. Dr. Oscar de Melo
Moderator for Syllabus Clarification workshop in the subject of Costing DSE 4: Management
Accounting, on 9th August, 2019
at Rosary College, Navelim.
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Costing DSE 1: Cost and
Management Accounting, on 30th July, 2019 at Government College, Borda.
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Business Management DSE 2:
Retail Management, on 29th July, 2019
at Carmel College, Nuvem.
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Costing DSE 5: Advanced Cost
Accounting I, on 3rd January, 2020 at Fr. Agnel College, Pilar.
Attended and Represented Xavier’s for DHE sponsored event-VIBRANT GOA, on 17th,
18th&19th October, 2019 at Dr. Mukherjee Stadium, Goa-University, Taleigao- Goa.
Attended Special Session for teachers on Deciphering teaching in google era and creative
teaching methods (active learning strategies), on 15th February, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
Attended Faculty Enrichment Programme, on 12th& 13th March, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
6. Dr. Carmelita D’Mello
Attended Syllabus clarification workshop in the subject of Industrial Management, on 29 th
July, 2019 at Carmel College, Nuvem.
Attended Syllabus clarification workshop in the subject of Business Management DSE 4:
Services Marketing, on 29th July, 2019 at Carmel College, Nuvem.
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Business Management DSE 6:
Strategic Management, on 6th January, 2020 at Rosary College, Navelim.
Attended Capacity Building Programme on “Intellectual Property Rights”, organised jointly
by Goa State Council for Science and Technology, Saligao, Directorate of Science and
Technology, New Delhi and Goa University, held on 26th&27th September, 2019 at the Goa
University.
Attended Special Session for teachers on Deciphering teaching in google era and creative
teaching methods (active learning strategies), on 15th February, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
Attended Faculty Enrichment Programme, on 12th& 13th March, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
7. Dr. Santana Fernandes
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Accounting DSE 1: Income Tax
& GST,
on 31st July, 2019 atGovernment College, Borda, Margao.
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Accounting DSE 7: Accounting
II, on 20th December, 2019 at Shree Damodar College, Margao.
Attended Special Session for teachers on Deciphering teaching in google era and creative
teaching methods (active learning strategies), on 15th February, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
Attended Faculty Enrichment Programme, on 12th&13th March, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
8. Mr. Carmelito De Souza
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Banking DSE 4: Foreign
Exchange, Foreign Trade and International Finance, on 24 th July, 2019 atShree Damodar
College, Margao.
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Banking DSE 8: Credit and Risk
Management in Banking, on 11th December, 2019 at Shree Damodar College, Margao.
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Attended Special Session for teachers on Deciphering teaching in google era and creative
teaching methods (active learning strategies), on15th February, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
Attended Faculty Enrichment Programme, on 12th&13th March, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.

9. Ms. Mumtaz Mendonça
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Business Management DSE 3:
Advertising Management,on 29th July, 2019 at Carmel College, Nuvem.
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Business Management DSE 7:
Logistics and SCM,on 6th January, 2020 at Rosary College, Navelim.
Completed Online Refresher Course through SWAYAM, conducted from 19th September,
2019 to 20th February, 2020.
Attended Special Session for teachers on Deciphering teaching in google era and creative
teaching methods (active learning strategies), on 15th February, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
Attended Faculty Enrichment Programme, on 12th& 13th March, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
10. Ms. Zarina Chawdhari
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Banking DSE 5: Law and
Practice of Banking I, on 11th December, 2019 at Shree Damodar College, Margao.
Attended Special Session for teachers on Deciphering teaching in google era and creative
teaching methods (active learning strategies), on 15th February, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
Attended Faculty Enrichment Programme, on 12th&13th March, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
Attended the webinars, Living in the new normal: Adapting to lifestyle changes in the new
normal on 9th July 2020, Current Economy and Stock Market Investment on 17 th May 2020,
Post – Covid Investment Opportunities and Asset allocation on 15th June 2020 and ICT
Enabled Higher Education in India on 13th July 2020.
11. Ms. Sandra Fernandes
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Banking DSE 3: Banking in
India, on 24th July, 2019 at Shree Damodar College, Margao.
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Banking DSE 7: Financial
Services, on 11th December, 2019 at Shree Damodar College, Margao.
Attended Faculty Enrichment Programme, on 12th&13th March, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
12. Ms. Kimberly Barros
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Human Resource Management,
on 15th January, 2020 at Carmel College, Nuvem.
Attended Faculty Enrichment Programme, on 12th&13th March, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
Attended webinar on ICT Enabled Higher Education in India on 13th July 2020.
13. Ms. Victorya Rodrigues
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Banking DSE 1: Modern Banking
Operations and Services, on 24th July, 2019 at Shree Damodar College, Margao.
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Banking DSE 6: Law and
Practice of Banking II, on 11th December, 2019 at Shree Damodar College, Margao.
Attended Special Session for teachers on Deciphering teaching in google era and creative
teaching methods (active learning strategies), on 15th February, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
Attended Faculty Enrichment Programme, on 12th&13th March, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
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14. Ms. Alia Aga
Completed Online Refresher Course in Law through SWAYAM, conducted by NATIONAL
ACADEMY OF LEGAL STUDIES AND RESEARCH (NALSAR), from 23 rd October, 2019
to 16th February, 2020.
Attended Faculty Enrichment Programme, on 12th&13th March, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
15. Ms. Swizel Alphonso
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Costing DSE 4: Management
Accounting, on 9th August, 2019 at Rosary College, Navelim.
Attended NSS Programme Officers Training Programme, at Shivaji University, Kolhapur
from 3rd December, 2019 to 10th December, 2019.
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Costing DSE 7: Advanced Cost
Accounting II, on 3rd January, 2020 at Fr. Agnel College, Pilar.
Attended Special Session for teachers on Deciphering teaching in google era and creative
teaching methods (active learning strategies), on 15th February, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
Attended Faculty Enrichment Programme, on 12th&13th March, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
16. Mr. Conrad D’Souza
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Costing DSE 3: Techniques of
Costing, on 9th August, 2019 at Rosary College,Navelim.
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Accounting DSE 4: Financial
Reporting, on 10th August, 2019 at Rosary College, Navelim.
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Accounting DSE 8: Corporate
Accounting and Tax Planning, on 20th December, 2019 at Shree Damodar College, Margao.
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Costing DSE 8: Advanced
Management Accounting, on 9th January, 2020 at Government College, Borda, Margao.
Attended Special Session for teachers on Deciphering teaching in google era and creative
teaching methods (active learning strategies), on 15th February, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
Attended Faculty Enrichment Programme, on 12th& 13th March, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
17. Ms. Karen Fernandes
Attended Syllabus Clarification Workshop in the subject of Costing DSE 2: Cost Accounting:
Labour and Overhead, on 30th July, 2019 at Government College, Borda, Margao.
Poster Presentation at Conversations on Research(CoRe): Indira Gandhi Institute of
Development Research(IGIDR) Ph. d Colloquium 2019, Mumbai, from 5 th November, 2019
to 8th November, 2019.
Paper presentation at the 3rd International conference on Business, Economics and
sustainable Development(ICBESD), on 2nd&3rd March, 2020 at NISM Campus, Patalganga,
Mumbai.
Attended Special Session for teachers on Deciphering teaching in google era and creative
teaching methods (active learning strategies), on 15th February, 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
Attended Faculty Enrichment Programme, on 12th& 13th March 2020 at St. Xavier’s College.
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